It’s here. It’s here. Your box of
JUMBO Boiled Peanuts from
buyboiledpeanuts.com. LUCKY!

“It is not how much we have, but how
much we enjoy that makes happiness.”
~ Charles Spurgeon

Each order is shipped in 2 x 2 lb. bags. (4 lbs. total) so you can enjoy one now and share one with a friend OR
freeze a bag for later if sharing isn’t your thing ☺
No need to panic if your shipment arrived a bit late or lost its vacuum seal. The salt and vinegar we use in the
cooking process act as a natural preservative. Your peanuts are now ready to eat, freeze or refrigerate. Once you
open the package, they are best kept refrigerated and eaten within 7 days.

If you like your peanuts hot from the pot, follow the instructions below:

- Bring ½ gallon of tap water to a boil in a saucepan.
- Remove peanuts from plastic bag and add to boiling water.
- Remove saucepan from heat.
- Peanuts will be warm, juicy, perfectly seasoned and ready to eat in just a few minutes.
Remove Promptly. Peanuts may lose some of their salty goodness if left soaking in unsalted water.

Like your peanuts EXTRA Salty or EXTRA Spicy?

Add ¼ to ½ cup of salt and/or peppers (depending on your taste) to vigorously boiling water
(see directions above) and let soak to achieve desired avor.

Like your peanuts EXTRA SOFT?

Add salt and simmer (20+ minutes) to achieve desired softness before removing saucepan from heat.
Return uneaten portion to refrigerator to be enjoyed later hot or straight from the fridge.
SHIPPING MISHAPS: Please be advised, shippers don’t consider a package to be damaged unless the
merchandise inside the outer package is rendered unusable. If this is the case, please contact your local USPS or
UPS store accordingly. Some require you to bring in the product for inspection. And don’t worry, if they won’t
make it right, we will.

If you ordered our Spicy peanuts, please be mindful that they are cooked with fresh Habanero Peppers and touching
eyes and such could be quite unpleasant. Please wash hands thoroughly.

Our Happiness Guarantee
We want you to have the WOW factor with every order. We appreciate your business and hope we will always
be friends… on FACEBOOK. If you don’t care for our peanuts, please tell us. If you love them, please tell
everybody. We rely on word-of-mouth advertising and few things bring us more joy than sharing a taste of the
South to boiled peanut fans everywhere. We appreciate you and value your continued support.
- the HAPPIE Chicks
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Ready for more? Please visit: www.buyboiledpeanuts.com

